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F-80A "NG-209" posing with an SE-5 on the ramp during 1948. The aircraft is in NMF, with USAF national insignias retained. The aircraft 
markings are in black. (Nebraska National Guard Museum via Capt Cody Cade) 

 

   The 173rd's first operations with the P-80A was short. A shortage of fast fighter jets forced 
the Air Force to withdraw the jets from ANG use and re-distribute them among active Air Force 
units being sent to Korea and Air Defence Command units. As a result, the 173rd was 
re-assigned the F-51D Mustang in 1951. The 173rd, along with the rest of the 132nd Fighter 
Group, was then activated for Federal service in April. They were sent to Dow AFB in Maine, 
and then transferred to Alexandria AFB, Louisianna in May, 1952 before being released back to 
the state in January, 1953. 
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Pilots of the 173rd Fighter Squadron pose in front of one of the unit's F-51Ds after being re-assigned the Mustang in 1951. The unit's "flamming 
arrow" insignia is promanently displayed on the nose, under the exhaust, and is believed to also be applied on the main stabilizer, above the 
registration number. The maching is in NMF and NEBR ANG is on the rear fuselage, stradling the national insignia, painted in black. The 
"flamming arrow" motif is be a standard future on most of the 173rd's fighters until the transition into standard USAF markings on the F-86L 
Sabre around 1960. (Nebraska National Guard Museum via Capt Cody Cade) 
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F-51D Mustang "Barbara Jean" painted up in 173rd FS markings as seen at Offutt Air Force Base, Nebraska in 2008. The aircraft is in a mixture of 
actual and hypothetical markings, with the 173rd's "flamming arrow" insignia applied to the tail. The aircraft, owned by Harry Barr, is a standard 
fixture at most airshows in Nebraska. (John Lanning) 
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Another view of "Barbara Jane", this time at Offutt Air Force Base in 2004, the "flamming arrow" insignia is applied on the nose underneath the 
engine exhausts, opposite of the Barbara Jane nose art. The "flamming arrow" is also applied the the main stabilizer. (John Lanning) 

 

   The unit returned to Lincoln, and to a lot of changes. First, the Strategic Air Command 
began an expansion of the field in order to operate bombers, starting in October, 1952. Most of 
the construction was completed by February, 1954 and the field was activated as Lincoln AFB. 
The unit also began to convert back over into the F-80C Shooting Star. The F-80Cs operated, for 
the most part, in Natural Metal Finish with red thunderbolts applied to the fuselage, wing tanks 
and tail. The "flamming arrow" insignia also appeared on both sides of the nose. In conjunction 
with this, the 173rd Fighter Squadron became the 173rd Fighter-Bomber Squadron, and in the 
Fall of 1954, then became the 173rd Fighter Intercepter Squadron. Although they were still 
under the command of the 132nd Fighter-Bomber Group, the Group was acquired by Air 
Defence Command. The unit would continue F-80C operations until January, 1957. 
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173rd Fighter Interceptor Squadron F-80Cs in formation flight during the mid-1950s. The aircraft are in NMF, but with the 173rd's "flaming 
arrow" motif prominently on both sides of the nose, a red thunderbolt along the fuselage, wing tanks and tail and NEBR ANG in black on both 
sides of the rear fuselage. (Nebraska Air National Guard) 
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F-80Cs of the 173rd FIS in the unit's hangar, undergoing maintenance. (Unknown) 

 

 

"He really is checking the oil and cleaning the windshield!" One of the 173rd's F-80Cs on display at a fuel station in Lincoln, Nebraska in the 
mid-1950s. The aircraft retains the NMF, with black anti-glare panel, NEBR ANG and serial number are also in blck on the fuselage and tail. The 
"flamming arrow" motif is painted on the nose, but appears that the lightning bolts were not applied. (Nebraska National Guard Museum via 
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Capt Cody Cade) 

 

 

 

 

The Tip of the Sabre (Dog), the F-86D/L 

 

   The unit began to convert over to the F-86D Sabre in January, 1957. Also known as the 
"Sabre Dog" because of the redesigned nose for the AN/APG-36 radar, it was a larger, more 
powerful, all-weather version of the earlier F-86 Sabres of Korean War fame. It was designed as 
a bomber intercepter, with it's main weapon being 24 70mm "Mighty Mouse" Folding-Fin Aerial 
Rockets replacing the original 6 .50 calibre machine guns. The rockets were carried in ventral 
trey mounted underneath the cockpit, mounted flush with the underside during normal flight, 
but being lowered for firing or loading. The markings changed from those applied to the F-80Cs, 
removing the thunderbolts that were on the fuselage. The Sabre Dogs kept the NEBR ANG 
fuselage markings and the "flamming arrow" motif, which was applied over the intake on both 
sides and on the vertical stabilizer. The aircraft retained thier Natural Metal Finish. 
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F-86D-40-NA 52-3871 & 52-3653 inside of the 173rd's hangar under maintenance during 1957. Full markings are yet to be  applied, and the 
previous US Air Force markings can still be seen under the cockpit on 52-3871. (Nebraska National Guard Museum via Capt Cody Cade) 
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F-86D-40-NA 52-3653 of the 173rd FIS in flight. The aircraft is in NMF, with the "flamming arrow" insignia applied to both the air intake and the 
tail on both sides. The NEBR ANG and serial number are applied in black. The national insignia is applied to the standard locations for the Sabre 
Dog on the fuselage and wings, with ANG-653 applied to the opposite wing, both above and below. (Lincoln Air Force Base Guide via Lincoln 
ABF.org) 
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F-86D-40-NA on display at Crete Municipal Airport, Crete Nebraska. The aircraft maintans the original markings applied to the F-86D fleet while 
in service. (John Lanning) 

 

   In late 1959, the unit upgraded into the F-86L, which came with uprated engines, longer 
wings and avionics to allow it to be computer controlled by the SAGE (Semi-Automatic Ground 
Environment) radar networking system. The SAGE system used large computers and 
networking equipment that coordinated data provided by a series of radar stations to form a 
unified picture over a large portion of aerospace and coordinated NORAD's response to Soviet 
air attack. The system was in used from the 1960's until the 1980's.  


